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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Javelin was designed originoilly as a fighter for highsubsonic 
speeds and a wing thiokneos:ohord ratio of 0.10 was considered suitable for 
the requiredperformsnoe. During the development of the aircraft. a proposal 
was made to improve the performano e at high subsonic Mach numbers and 
possibly to extend the speed rangc to supersonio Mach numbers by reducing 
the wing thiokncss. The originsl susestion was for a constant-section 
wing with a thiokness:chord ratio of 0.07 but various experimental results 
obtained on similar wings at the Roysl Aircraft Establishment had shown 
that additional improvements could be achieved by varying the wing sectionand 
that these varying-seotion wings, since they allov?ed the 0.10: to be retsined 
at the root, were struoturally more efficient than those of constant seotion 
end constant thickneos:chord ratios. 

The initial free-flight model experiments were therefore designed to 
compare the zero-lift drag values of the various sedion distributions 
suggested; these initial models consisted of wings with slmplSi.ed engine 
nacelles mounted on a parallel-sided basic body. 

\Vhile these experiments were under nay, the implications of the sonic 
and supersonic area rules were being exsmined. As a result of this exami- 
nation a second series of free-flight drag experinento was undertsken on 
complete models of the airoraft having vsriou s modifications indicated by 
the area rule. All these complete eirorsft models had a varying thickness: 
obord ratio wing designed by the methods of Ref.1 (wing 3 in the following 
description). 

2 DESIGN PRINCIP~S -~ 

The principles behind the modifications used here to improvc the 
performance of the vrings at high subsonic speeds are described in detail 
in Ref.1. Briefly, the aim is to counteract the effective loss in sweepback 
which occurs at the root of a swept wing by employing root sections having 
their maxunum thickness further forwerd than the outboard sections. 
Additionslly, use is made of the beneficial effects of spanwise thickness 
taper on supervolooities to incorporate sections at the root having higher 
thickness:ohord ratios than those elsewhere on the wing2,3. 

Thus, compared with the constant:, R&.101 se&ion wing, the 'optimum' 
xing (wing 4 below) has thioker inboard sections with their maximum thickness 
further forward and thinner outboard sections ohanging to RAE.104 at the tip. 
Thus the maximum thickness line is more highly swept than on the wing with 
oonstant sections. 

The var~.ous modifications investigated in this programme are illus- 
trated in Pigs.3 and 4; they are summarised below and in Table I. 

Wing 1 : The Kk.1 Javelin wing, i= 0.10, R.l~E.101 section throughout. 

Wing 2 : The original suggestion for reducing tin&-drag, $ = 0.07, 
RAE.101 section throughout. Note that this snd subsequent wings differ in 
planform from wing I. 

Wing 3 : The wing proposed for the Javelin development. This is 
designed acoording to hainss' concepts but some compromise to the 'optimum' 
design has been acoepted to meet certsin stowage problemo in the aircraft. 
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Wing 4: The 'optimum design. compared with wing 3 this has a thinuex 
root seotion of $ = 0.10 in place of 0.11 end a higher spanwise thickness 
taper near the root. 

Additional details of the wings are given in Fig.4 and Table I. 

The design conoepts underlying the srea rule have been described at 
length elsewhere (e.g. Ref..&). The design of the developent Javelin (using 
wing 3) had been fixed before the gains in oversll drag reduction that could 
be achieved by area rule were fully appreciated and the application of the 
area rule to the second series of drag models was severely restricted to 
modifications which were practicable without radical altorationa to the 
aircraft struature. 

As is often found on delta wings which constitute a large part of the 
cross-seotioti area, the oversll sonic area distribution of the Javelin is 
reasonably smooth and symmetricsl (Pig. 15). The principal departure from a 
smooth curve arises from the oookpit canopy and the intakes; hence the 
initial fuselage modifications were designed to smooth out the fore part of 
the area distribution. 

The resulting designs of the oomplete aircraft models are illustrated 
in Figs.10 to 13 and are summarised below end in Table.1. 

Model A : The Javelin development (85~ 3) having in place Of a tail- 
plane a body of revolution with the same sonio area distribution. 

Model B : Model Awith the addition of a fairing under the forebody 
ahd with the intakes swept back 4.0'. These modifioations gave an improved 
sonic erea distribution. 

Model 0 : Area rule applied in the form of a fairing under the fore- 
body and a slightly raised and'ideelised' cockpit canopy tith the intakes 
swept baok 65'. The aim of this design was to provide an improved super- 
sonic (M * 1.3) area distribution. 

Model D : As for model B but with the addition of side fairings on 
the rear fuselage to improve the aft sonic area distribution. 

3 ExpERlI?ZRT&'TlXXNIQUE ANDDRSCRll'lTONOF THE MODEZS 

The ggnersl field technique was the standard one for free-flight 
model tests . The models were launched from the ground and tracked through- 
out their flight by kinetheodolite cameras. Only the coasting pact of the 
flight was used in the drag analysis. 

3.4 First series models (wing-drag models) 

Tn the construction of these models the rocket-motor provided a rigid 
member to which the wings were clamped and henoe formed an integral part of 
the model structure. A smooth exterior was obtained by enclosing the motor 
within a oylindrical resin-bonded paper tube to which a perspex nose was 
added (Figs.1 and 2). 

The flow over the wing roots was meinteined as representative of the 
complete aircraft es possible by the fitting of wooden feirix~s geometrically 
similar to the a.iroraft fuselage snd engine nacelles. Owing to the presence 
of the built-in rooket-motor it was not possible to permit air to flow through 
the engine intakes and so these were rounded-off by ellipsoidal fairings. 
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The scale of these wings was l/lOth full-size. 

Longitudinal acceleration was telanetrcd from equi~ent cc&s&led 
within the perspex nose snd an addition& measurement of aooeleration was 
made by means of radio reflection Doppler. 

3.2 @cord series models (complete aircraft) 

These models were 1/15th scale aircraft pVlth the various modifioations 
drea8y described. The intakes of the models permitted sn entry flow com- 
parable to that of the full-scale aircraft cruise condition. The entry area 
was directly scaled from the full-scale aircraft and the exit area was 
chosen to give sn entry Mach number of approximately 0.80 for choked exit 
conditions, i.e. at flight speeds betweenM = 1.0 snd 1.3. No duct-flow 
measuremer;ts were made because of space limitations; the duct internal 
drag was assumed to be the same for all models. 

Telemetry equipment measuring longitudid acoeleration was housed in 
the forebody of the models. 

The models were lauiohed mounted pick-a-back fashion (Flg.l1+) on two 
5" diameter rocket-motors from which the models sepzated when the rocket- 
motors ceased to burn. 

The radio reflection Doppler methocl of measurwy acoeleration coulii 
not be used. on these models because of the mixed. echoes returning; from the 
rocket-motors an3 the separated models. 

4 REZULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 First series models (wing-drag models) 

The results from these tests are presented in lQ.8; a further 
presentation on the basis of trensonic similarity as suggested in Ref.5 
is made in Fig.9. 

The modifio&ions proposed in Ref.1 to improve the high subsonio wing 
performanoe of the Javelin are presented therein as schemes I to V. Scheme I 
refers to the constant .$ = 0.07 wing which is wing 2 of tie present tests. 
Schemes II and III refer to varying thickness:ohord ratio wings which have 
been olosely represented in wings 4 end 3 respectively in the present tests. 
Sohemes rf and V were abandoned. 

The differences between the win,zs proposed in schemes II and III and. 
the actual wines tested are illustrated in Fig.5. These differences are in 
detsil. only and the design concepts are therefore thought to be valid. 

It should be noted, however, that 

(4 The design calculations of Ref.1 refer to conditions of f+, = 0.2, 
whereas the test CL was zerq and 

(b) Although bo& effects are considered in~ief.1, the assumed flow over 
the wing roots mey well have been modified by the presence of the faired 
intakes on the models. 

TILE the present tests oannot give a final assessment of the relative 
efficacy of the modifications. 
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In Ref.1 the performanoe predictions for schemes I, III and II are:- 
(CL = 0.2) 

Scheme % 

I 0.93 (wing 2 of the present tests) 

III 0.95 - 0.96 (wing 3 of the present tests) 

II 0.965- 0.97 (wing 4 of the present tests) 

where i$ is iiefined as the free-stream Nach number at whioh 0, is 0.005 
above the low speed value. 

The test results (Pig.8) show thal; the drq-rise oizraotcristics of 
these wings are qualitatively in agreement with tia sl&gested tren& but that 

there is not such a marked difference between the constant swing (~aO.O95+) 
and the others (l$ = 0.96) as Haines calcuiated. In this connection it should 
be remembered that the calculations were for Cr, = 0.2 and for the wing don@, 
whereas the experimental drag values are for 9, = 0 ard the complete test 
vehiole. 

The marked decrease in dreg &t sll Maoh nwbers of T&-Q 2, 3 and 4 
over the &&.I Javelin (g = 0.10) wing is alearly demonstrated. 

Correlation by the trawonio similarity rule is illustrated in Fig.9. 
The collapse of the results i 6 sufficiently good to indicate that the refme- 
ments in design suggested in Ref.1 are having only a minor influence on the 
drag &sracteristics at transonic and supersonic -peed6 and that for all 
practlosl purposes the mcsn thiclcness" (other things being equal) is an 
adequate guide to the transonio perfoxmanoe of the p;lrticulirr configurations 
tested. 

An attempt was made to corrdato the measured rductions in drag-rise 
with osloulated reductions using the sonic area rule. It was thou&d t&hat 
drag reductions similar to those measured m3.ghht have been achieved by 
applying the area rule to the wing-alone design, thus allovdn~ a possibly 
greater freedom in volume disposition that that allowed by the more detailed 

* Values of mean thi&ness:&ord ratio yTer+ obtained usin the relation- 
ship of Ref.j:- 

T 
- = 
0 

0 

27 where -; = effective mean thickness:chord ratio 

t 
0 = lood thiokness:chord ratio 

C = local word at dastnnoe y from the wing centre-line 

s = wing semispan 

S = area of the hslf wing 
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subsonic theory, but confirmation of this point was made very diffioult by 
the smell differences in area distribution between the various wing-drag 
models. 

l?or ccmpleteness, area Distributions (%I = 1.0) are shown in Figs.6 
ana 7. 

4.2 second series models (complete szircreft) 

The results from these tads are presented in Fi&,16. Sonic area 
distributions for all these models are presented in Pi.g.15. 

The sonio area distribution of the unmodified &evelopment Javelin 
(model A, Fig.15) is clearly reasonable ana the gain:: at sonic spoe~ from 
a redistribution of area w&thin the 1LifLted practicable saopc were not 
eqeoted to be great. This is confirmed by the mezwro& transonio drsg-rise 
(Rig.%), which indicates that the redistribution of irrea haa had. little or 
110 effect on sonic drag although some Improvement at Iti n 1.2 is aspsrent, 
i.e. about 175 in wave drag*. 

The higher subsonic drag; levels of models A cnd.U (Pig.16) may well 
be due in part to the unswept intakes of modd. A and the lzqer effective 
base area of modelD because of the rear fuselage fairings. It is clear 
that the performance of mod&D has been affected adversely by the qplication 
of additional cross-cectionLe3. area iuit!lout regard to its effect on non-wxe 
&ag. NodelB is the same configuration as mo&elD but without the rem 
f airings; a comparison of the bag rise of these tixo models (Pig.16) i&i- 
c&es that were it not for the large viscous offoctr; of the rear fairings 
;fthicl, cn&xzbt,tF.&ly WP present at all Mach nwbers, the porforreence 
of moikl D would have beer, ccnsdcrably ixproved. 

5 CONCLUSIONS -- 

5.1 Siing rlesi. 

In an attempt to ease thu stowage ancl struoturd problems associated 
with reducing the thickness:chord ratio of the Javelin win& vsxious wing 
designs hexing a oomruon glanform and differing spenvdse thiokness:chord 
ratio distributions were suggestad. The zero-lift drsg measurements of the 
present investigation indiozte that:- 

(a) Compared v&h th e wing of constant ihickr,ess:&ord ratio a wing hd.ng 
better stowage and struotural chazaoteristics c‘an bc adticved without trensonic 
drag penalty if its mean 2 ratio is the sme as tnat of the wing with constant 
t 
0' 

(b) However, rather less benefit in drag rise Mach number was obtained 
from the section modifications than detailed estimates had suggested. This 
msy be due in part to the difference in lift coeffioxent between measurement 
(C& = 0) and design (Cr, = 0.2). 

5.2 Area-rule modifications 

Minor modifications to the sirortrft fuselage to try and improve the exea 
distribution of the complete aircraft produced little effect at sonic speed 
but did reduce the wave drzq at X = 1.2 by about 17$. 

* But note that although the improvements are small. the 'urea-rule model 
has achieved its performance with an appreclablc increase in the vollrme of 
the fuselage forebody. 
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A = 

C = 

%, = 

CL = 

4 = 

M = 

1% = 

Aspect ratio 

LIST OF ,c~XBOLS 

looal wing chord 

total drag coefficient at zero lift 

lift 03effioient 

relevant length (Zigs.6 and 7) 

free-stream Xaoh number 

Nmch number at which drq coefficient is 0.005 above low speed 
VdLLU3 

Reynolds ntier 

cross-sectional area 

stanaara mean &ord 

= m&mum thi&ness:ohord ratio 

= effective mean maximum thickness:chord rat10 

= relevant distance (Pigs.6 ma 7) 

= ratio of specific heats (1.4) 

= drag-rise coeffiolent = CD, (total) - on, (1057 pea) 

= fraction of wing semispan 

= sweepback of sing leading edge 

= sweepback of ting quarter-chord line 

= taper ratio, ratio of tip chorato root chord. 
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TABLE 1 

sunrmary of moaels -.. 

Winpara& models 

MO de1 Description 1 ' i 1 Am Section A 
(Gross) 

1 Wk.1 Javelin Viking 0. io 0.10 47.6O RAF2.101 2.98 1 

2 Original sugtcstion 0.196 1 0.07 48.0' m.101 
for reducing wing 
bae 

I 
3 Proposed Javelin Section II (Ref.1) / 

develoixnent R.Ts.102 

22x.104 

! 

4 'Optimum' vring of ' 0.10 Section II (Ref.1) ' 
Ref.1 XiE .I00 

ILril3.101 
2.95 

R&.104 

Complete aircraft models 

1 &lode1 j Description 1 

A Javelin development aircraft using vvlng 3. Tsilplene replaced oy 
a body of revolution of equal sonic azen distribution. Mo wea 
rule. 

B As model A but with ixproved SONO sxea distribution forward of 
main spar datum. Intakes swept J&O. 

- 

C Aircraft with area distribution designed for improved performance 
at 16 n 1.3. Intakes swept 650. 

D As model B but with side fairings on rear fuselqe to further 
improvs sonic area distribution. 
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I.R.C. C.P. NO. 673 533.6,013.i2 : 
533.6.013.12~ : 
533.6.055 . 

F&Z-FLIGAT riODEL I!,&& ,EzG3XPZ,@NTS Oil ‘I TRANSONIC 
,-IGIAE, (GLOSTK JXXII!). GreEmood, C.B. ,lov.1958. 

Zero lift &zg me~suements ,,EII~ made on a series of wings proposed 
for a dewlopxnt of the Javelin. A scm,Br,son Is made be&em the perfor- 

name of Lhe IL;.1 \.i”g (: = &lo), the rroposed v.1~ (E = 0.07) and ti,o 

iv,,,@ having, vvyln,j thlcknessxhord ratios and high rates of spamlse 
thickness &per “ear the root. 

,lodsls of the omp1~t.e aircraft >:ere also tested tc investigate the 
redwztims in @a~ ottain8d bj s limited application of the area r”le. 

GLC. C.P. lb. 678 533.6.0:3.12 : 
533.6.013.122 : 
533.6.055 : 
Javelin 

Zero lift Wag measurements nerE made on a series of iiinSs proposed 
for a develqment of the Javelin. A cc”partson Is “ade betr:een the pa-fcr- 

nence of r,he 1x.1 !.lne (i = O.lO), the procosed a,lnS (f = 0.07) md two 

wln&s having varylna thlCkness:Chord ratios and high rates of spanwise 
thickness taper near the mot. 

&Iodels OI the complete aircra.It !.fPe &is0 cested to investie?.te the 
reductions in orag obtained by a limited ap~lic+Lion of the area rule. 

l- 
A.R.C. C.P. NO. 670 533.6.013.12 : 

533,6.313.122 
533.6.055 : .JFzve1 Ill 

FRCZ-FLIGHT MODEL DRAG I@,LsUR.ElCII?s 011 ii TRaKO,lIS 
FIGHTCR (GLOSTLR JAVELIN). Greenwood, C.H. Nov.1958, 

Zero lift m’ag meas”re”e”ts r.erf made on a series of wings proposed 
for a developnent of the Javelin, I* cmp.Vison Is nzde bei\ ee” the perfor- 

name of the fik.1 wing (; = 0.10). tne pi-oposeo wing (; = 0.07) and two 

Wings having varying thlCkness:chord r2tios and hICh rates of s~a,wIse 
thickness taper nez the mot. 

hodels of the cmq,lete ElrCraft ~.ere -Iso tested to :nvestlgate the 
remctlons In drag cibtained by a limited appliciition of the area rule. 

I 
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